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Each year the Trust produces a greetings card without a greeting! It is left blank so that it can be
used at other times of the year as well as Christmas. When sent at Christmas the Trust does not
expect a card in return. Whilst certainly we do wish the recipient a happy Christmas the card is
also intended to help keep the Trust’s activities in mind.
Just for interest the last three years’ cards are reproduced here.

2005
Vignette by Harriet Cobbold, nee Chevallier
(1776-1851) drawn to illustrate Elizabeth
Cobbold’s Valentine written as a tribute to
Horatio, Viscount Nelson following his victory
and death at Trafalgar in 1805, incorporating
his motto:
Palman quae meruit ferat
Honour to he who deserves it

2006/07
Brewery founded on King’s Quay Street,
Harwich in 1723 by Thomas Cobbold (16801752). It was transferred to the Cliff Brewery,
Ipswich in 1746. 9 generations of Cobbolds
brewed good beer for 266 years.

2007/08
‘The Church Yard Gate’ at Wortham, by
Richard Cobbold (1797-1877) who was Rector
there for 52 years (1824-1877). This was
published in his book ‘The Young Man’s House’
in 1848. A first edition of the book was
inscribed to Mrs. Cobbold (nee Waller) (18011876) by the publisher, and has been given to
the Trust this year by her great-great
granddaughter.

Recipients’ comments on the cards have been very favourable and a request has been received
to reproduce ‘The Church Yard Gate’ in return for a fee to the Trust. Any family member or Trust
supporter who would like to see next year’s card with a view to ordering should let us know in
good time.
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